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Summary

During COVID-19 pandemic, countries have made varied responses to effectively handling the case ranging from international – national – regional level governance. As a tool to shape society’s behavior to participate in eradicating the COVID-19 pandemic, countries have created their own local policies. This includes Indonesia that continuously proposed policies governing
multi-dimensional problems within the COVID-19 pandemic times. However, overlapping policies had been spotted within these
over-generated policies leading to uncertain situations for the society to follow. As a consequence, policy failures existed despite
the desired policy success.

C

OVID-19 pandemic has raised difficult issues throughout the world, ranging from
how deadly and easily it was to be transmitted
to the issues of how countries overcome the impacts within their national governance variedly
(Bradley & Helfer, 2020). Whereas as a response,
national governments tend to create public policies regulating the public health responses in
a pandemic situation to multidimensional sectors believing that it will be effective in handling
the case. However, no countries were prepared
to effectively handle the COVID-19 pandemic, leading to ineffective solutions merely proposed to show that the government had made
their responses (Petry, Hughes, & Galanos, MA,
MD, 2021). Additionally, public health issues
were subject to national – regional level governance despite there being international actors
shaping the rules. As a consequence, overlapping mechanisms and regulations happened variedly from country to country (DOBBS, 2020).
Indonesia had made several regulations in reducing the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, ranging from Circular Notes from Task Force Team,
Ministry’s Instruction, to Law Decree. In total,
the number of regulations published by the Indonesian government could take up to more than 70
policies. These several regulations ranging from
laws on communicable disease outbreaks, disaster management, health quarantine, lockdown,
partial-lockdown, travel restrictions, the amendment to several laws and more, had made most Indonesian citizens overwhelmed with to the overRDI Op-Ed, No. 6

lapping regulations (The German-Indonesian
Chamber of Industry and Commerce (EKONID),
2021). As an example, the restriction of Indonesia’s partial-lockdown that had been continuously changed, with the latest developments of
regulations used being the Ministry of Home Affairs of the Republic Indonesia that issued Home
Affairs Minister Instruction No. 11/2021 on the
implementation of Restriction on Public Activities which effectively extends Indonesia’s brand
of partial-lockdown, known as PPKM-Mikro, to
May 31, 2021. However, it is mentioned by the
Coordinating Minister of Economic Affairs and
Chair of the National COVID-19 and National
Economic Recovery Task Force, Airlangga Hartarto, that the Indonesian government will yet
extend the PPKM-Mikro with other regulations
from 1 to June 14. The ongoing government measures in creating multiple regulations were seen
as the main obstacle for Indonesia to effectively combat COVID-19. This is due to the confusion experienced not just by the society but also
by the official government actors (Incalcaterra,
2020). Hence, it hinders Indonesia’s ability to
handle the COVID-19 pandemic.
Looking at the policies and regulations created,
every one of them had its own purposes. Especially for pandemic policies, the ultimate goal is
to ensure the ideal optimization for public health
by completely eradicating the virus, pursuing effective treatments, and generating effective government communications (DOBBS, 2020). However, not all countries were able to achieve policy
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success in the midst of a pandemic situation; it
was more into a policy failure, where according
to Marsh and McConnell (2010), policy failures
derived from the inability to achieve the stated
aims of policy initiatives (Lorne, 2021). This happened due to the dilemmatic condition between
prioritizing public health and the economy. Since,
if policies were set only on the public health sector, the economy will suffer. This can be seen by
the lockdown and social distancing measures
that were enacted as a response to COVID-19 in
the US and Canada. Where 5% of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) fell in the US between 2019 and
2020 and Canada’s GDP fell by 7.2% within the
enacted policies (Béland, Dinan, Rocco, & Waddan, 2021). Additionally, Indonesia’s GDP fell by
6.3% due to the large-scale restriction (PSBB)
policies implemented in Indonesia (Halimatussadiah et al., 2020).
For countries as developed as the United Kingdom, the pandemic policies were unable to be
stated as a policy success since uncertainty still
exists throughout the policies created (Cairney,
2021). These uncertainties range from the inability to measure impact due to limited data, inability
to estimate impact, uncertainty regarding transition from national lockdown to location-specific
measures, minimal knowledge on virus transmission, to continuous uncertainty about pandemic
norms (Cairney, 2021). Policy variations also appeared in Canada and the United States, where
the situations of the policies remained unstable
due to the trials-and-errors of the pandemic policies (Béland, Dinan, Rocco, & Waddan, 2021). Indonesia, on another hand, had the policy failure
situation seen by the overlapping regulations,
where changes of the regulations were created mostly every two weeks where uncertainty
happened due to the inability of society to quickly adapt and understand the policies within the
two weeks period (Incalcaterra, 2020). As an example, the overlapping regulations happened in
governing the PPKM-Mikro where until now, ten
regulations have been created just to govern the
PPKM-Mikro with different time limits, and also
there’s regulation for the bigger lockdown, which
is the PSBB regulation that is somehow making
the existence of PPKM-Mikro regulations useless
to be implemented. The uncertain regulations
resulted in ineffective communication between
government and society, and this was the cause
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that hindered public coordination to successfully handle the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia
(Azhar & Azzahra, 2020).
According to Meltzer and Schwartz (2019), the
practical element for a policy success is a simple and concise text tailored to the beliefs of the
audience with a preliminary recommendation to
inform the iterative process (Cairney, 2021). Additionally, Weimer and Vining (2017) also mentioned that recommending a ‘one policy’ creates
a practical policy (Cairney, 2021). Understanding
that it is easier for policy success to be achieved
when it is simplified to ‘one policy’, an improvement for the future policies could be achieved
with ‘A PASS Approach’ (Zhang, 2020). Where
the policies proposed should fulfill the PASS (P:
Prepare–Protect–Provide; A: Avoid–Adjust; S:
Shift–Share; S: Substitute–Stop). Whereas with
this, a multi-level national quality strategy will be
achieved (Dixon, 2021) because from the top-level (the national government who formulate the
policies) to the bottom level (individual), every
actor will be able to cooperate together without uncertainty. These approaches could be adopted in Indonesia by inserting them within the
time when Indonesia’s government was about to
formulate a policy. This can be done by simplifying Indonesia’s regulation within the same topics where each policy will be examined with the
PASS concept to ensure that all layers of societies are being protected.
Hence, in improving the quality of policies created during the COVID-19 pandemic, several steps
can be taken, such as creating effective government communications to gain the public trust that
will make the government tasks easier in simplifying policies. The steps include (Hyland-Woodo,
Gardner, Leask, & Ecker, 2021) :
1. Engage in clear communication;
2. Strive for maximum credibility;
3. Communicate with empathy;
4. Communicate with openness, frankness, and
honesty;
5. Recognise that uncertainty is inevitable;
6. Account for levels of health literacy and numeracy;
7. Empower people to act;
8. Appeal to social norms;
9. Consider diverse community needs;
10. Be proactive in combating misinformation.
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These steps can be adopted in Indonesia by creating and simplifying the regulations to a comprehensive one-policy regulation where communication of the policies/regulations can be
delivered by the COVID-19 Task Team Force
nationally, while socialization is done throughout the cities - villages in Indonesia by the small
teams from regional governments.
As a tool to govern the society within the
COVID-19 pandemic situations, policies were a
fundamental thing in responding to the COVID-19
pandemic. Hence, with the right policy-making
progress, situations might change for the better;
however, it might also lead to a dangerous situation where policy failures might happen, resulting
in ineffective solutions. With the current development from Indonesia, little to big changes had
been created. The overlapping policies created
uncertainty to happen in Indonesia, resulting in
bigger loopholes to be solved. For instance, the
overly-generated PPKM-Mikro policies in Indonesia caused society to be uncertain about the
right policy to be used. Since society is becoming
uncertain and confused in understanding the situation despite the existence of the policies causing the purpose of the policies unachieved, hence
policy failures happened in Indonesia. However,
considering that indeed within a pandemic situation’s trials-and-errors existed, the improvement
for these overlapping policies will surely be able
to be changed for the greater response in handling the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia. This
improvement could be done by inserting the PASS
(P: Prepare–Protect–Provide; A: Avoid–Adjust;
S: Shift–Share; S: Substitute–Stop) Approach
(Zhang, 2020) towards the formulation of Indonesia’s regulations and/or policies. Additionally,
for these policies to be easily accepted by society,
it can be done by implementing Hyland-Woodo,
Gardner, Leask, & Ecker (2021) recommendation
regarding effective government communication.
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